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 FREE TUTORIAL:  CARD #5 
 Whimsical Trees Bundle - Two for One! 

 You will need: 
 156810 Whimsical Trees bundle 
 150653 Stitched Stars dies 
 146282 Metallic Pearls (gold) 
 155475 Baker’s Twine Essentials (white) 
 132622 Gold Foil Sheets - 3 x 3” scrap to cut 
 stars 
 147090 Old Olive ink pad 
 152813 Stampin’ Seal Adhesive 
 104430 Stampin’ Dimensional Adhesive 
 159236 Medium White Envelopes 
 159276 Basic White (base card) 
 cardstock - 11 x 4-¼”; scored at 5-½” (cut 2) 
 Plus 2-½ x 4-¼” for die cutting (cut 2) and a 
 Sentiment strip for card #1 - 3 x ½” 
 138337 Mint Macaron Cardstock - 4 x 5-¼” 
 (cut 2) 
 131201 Pear Pizzazz Cardstock - 4 x 1-¼” 
 Stampin Blends Markers - 154892 Old Olive 
 and 154889 Mint Macaron 

 Directions (card #1 of the pair): 
 1.  Die cut 4 small stars from the gold foil sheets and set aside. 
 2.  Fold base card in half. Layer on the Mint Macaron panel with tape runner adhesive. 
 3.  Use one of the 2-½ x 4-¼” Basic White rectangles and run your light Old Olive, Dark Old Olive 

 and Dark Mint Macaron markers down the front of the panel coloring back and forth. Leave 
 brush strokes and raw edges for the best look. Using the tree highlight die from the Christmas 
 Trees dies, center on the colored panel and die cut the tree. Set the die cut tree aside for card 
 #2. Apply Dimensional adhesive to the back of the rectangle panel with the tree cut out. Layer 
 this panel onto the front of the card base toward the left side of the card front. 

 4.  Using Old Olive ink pad, stamp sentiment onto Basic White sentiment strip and use a 
 combination of tape runner and one dimensional to add to base card. 

 5.  Add 3 of the stars, metallic pearls and a white baker’s twine bow to embellish. 

 Visit  http://www.queencitystampart.com  and  click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card. 
 Search  Whimsical Trees Bundle - Two for one!. 
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 Directions (card #2 of the pair): 
 1.  Fold base card in half. Layer on the Mint Macaron panel with tape runner adhesive. 
 2.  Stamp sentiment using Old Olive ink pad onto the right side of the Pear Pizzazz strip. Attach 

 strip to card base using tape runner adhesive. 
 3.  Die cut Christmas Tree from remaining panel of Basic White cardstock (2-½ x 4-¼”). Layer the 

 previously die cut tree highlight over the White base Christmas Tree using tape runner or liquid 
 glue. Attach to card base using dimensional adhesive. 

 4.  Add remaining gold foil star to top of tree. Embellish with metallic gold pearls. 

 Visit  http://www.queencitystampart.com  and  click the BLOG tab to view video tutorial for this card. 
 Search  Whimsical Trees Bundle - Two for one!. 
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